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What does it do?

Our PERSEF2 Intervention equips Lasallians with the following Career Exploration Tools with the help of a Practitioner:

- Career Goal Setting
- Resume Writing
- Interview Skills
- Expectations from Employers
- Work Values
- Proper Business Attire
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What does it do?

Our PERSEF3 Intervention assists “soon to graduate” Lasallians with their Career Options and their first Real Employment Interview, still with the help of a Practitioner.

- **Career Options**
  
  *My Career Path: My Plans After Graduation*

- **Series of Simulated**

  *Employment Interviews (w/ Feedback)*
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What if it gets into conflict with my other SKED?

One may be allowed to *reschedule* if:

- The *reason* for rescheduling is due to:
  - An official/academic activity (e.g. departmental exam)
  - An officially pre-scheduled co-academic activity (e.g. regional or national competitions / conferences)
  - A personal sickness endorsed by the University Doctor and Vice-Dean
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What if you come late for our Workshops?

*Latecomers* are not allowed to attend.

- Workshops start on time at 8:00am

What if you fail to bring your Resume and wear the Business Attire?

It is part of our training discipline to insist on these two (2) basic requirements for Career Development.

- Resume and Business Attire
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Can you attend a Make-up class after being Late?

- Only those students have officially acceptable reasons may be allowed to Make-up.
- If for any other reasons that the students would not make it even during the scheduled Make-up class, we leave it to the discretion of the PERSEF Teacher to give any alternative requirements.
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OCCS-Career Services hopes to assist Lasallians in preparing for your Career. **Maximize** your Interventions by engaging yourself in the workshop discussions and activities.

For more inquiries, 

Visit OCCS-Career Services at J115.